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Tornadoes
The twister season brings precautions
ByMarkDodeik
Staff Reporter
A year ago this month a tornado near
Xenia Ohio leveled Central State
University
As the peak season for tornadoes
again approaches, this university is
alerting students to the danger of
twisters and publicizing precautionary
measures they can take to avoid injury
if a tornado is spotted in the Bowling
Green area
The University's Environmental
Studies Office, in conjunction with the
Wood County Civil Defense
department, has selected 46 buildings
on campus as civil defense shelters
which students should occupy in the
event of a tornado
Dr Seldon Carsey. director of
environmental studies, said the
buildings were considered structurally
sound against blasts and high winds in
a survey performed by the Army Corps
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of Engineers a few years ago
The shelters are listed in a
mimeographed flier sent to all oncampus students last week
OFF-CAMPUS students did not
receive the fliers. Dr Carsey said,
admitting that it would be a good idea
if they did
Campus Safety will use two police
cars equipped with public address
systems to alert on-campus students
and persons in the city's first ward if a
tornado warning is in effect
In case a tornado is sighted in the
area, the flier recommends studentr.
take the following precautions
-proceed to the nearest inside
shelter.
-stand in an interior hallway on the
lower floor, preferably in the
basement.
-avoid auditoriums or other
structures with wide, free span roofs,
and
-keep some doors or windows open

to equalize pressure but stay away
from them
HOWEVER. THE information in the
flier is incomplete It does not instruct
students to occupy the southwest
corner of the shelters they occupy,
which is important
"Not standing near the southwest
side of a building can be more
dangerous than not having shelter at
all." according to Dr (lien Krey.
assistant professor of geography and
director of the meteorological studies
Unless a person stands near the
southwest wall of a basement. In
Krey said the tornado's movement can
cause the structure above to collapse
and fall upon persons occupying the
nothern portion of the shelter
MOST DAMAGE from a tornado
occurs inside the funnel, according to
Dr Frev

"The pressure is very low inside of It
(the funnel)." he said "This causes
the windows to explode and sucks
everything out of the building "
If this happens. Dr Frey said the
danger to individuals is not from flying
glass but from objects such as flying
books being pulled out of the windows
Dr Frey recalled that the last
tornado causing damage near the
Bowling Green area occurred in
southern Wood County during the mid
1950s
"In the whole state of Ohio, you can
expect about 10-15 tornadoes per
year." Dr Frey said
However, he said these include
tornadoes that never touch down
and or that go through a farmer's field
and do no damage
"There are more deaths due to
lightning each year than there are due
to tornadoes." Dr Frev added

TORNADOES ARE generated from
thunderstorms with heavy rains and
much lightning Dr Frey said The
tornadoes usually appear on the
backside of the storm and on the
southwest horizon of the storm
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A flat horizon of clouds with a
central area of swirling clouds
funneling downward is a key to
spotting tornadoes. Dr
Frey
explained
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Winds inside in the funnel reach 200
miles per hour. Dr Frey said, and
move about 30 to 35 miles per hour on
the ground.
"If you're in a car. you can easily
outdrive a tornado." he said
Persons on foot should seek a ravine
or the southern side of a small hill for
protection. Dr Frey said, "since
tornadoes skip over the tops of hills
when they bump into them "
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Rre/ands complaints aired
By Rick Beesman
Stall Reporter
HURON-Members of the Student
Advisory Board iSABl at Firelands
campus aired complaints against
Firelands administrators Wednesday
at a meeting open to students and
closed to administrators
SAB President Cindy Laymon.
sophomore IB.AI, said the purpose of
the meeting was to get student
feedback on problems including
communication barriers with the
administration, lack of student
representation in some areas, relations
with the main campus and budget
priorities for the 1975-76 school year
Laymon said administrators were
asked mil lo attend so students would
(eel free lo express their opinions
regarding the problems
Richard Smith, vice-president of
SAB. in presenting budget figures to
about 120 students, said. "Instructional
monies are decreasing in relation to
the overall budget." and noted that at
the same time, the administration was
receiving an increasingly larger
percentage, in salary and wages, of the
overall budget

THE FIGURES showed thai
departmental education received 58
per cent of the total budget for salaries
and wages (excluding benefits) in 197273. 55 5 per cent in 1973-74 and 52 9 per
cent in 1974-75
During the 1972-73 school year. 9 1
per cent of the total budget went to
administrative wages and salaries
I excluding benefits I. 12.8 per cent in
1973 74 and 14 per cent in 1974-75.
Smith expressed concern that if the
percentage of the budget given to
departmental instruction continues to
decline, competent professors might
leave Firelands. "In (our or five years
will students be taught by the same
level of professors? " he asked
But Dr M Douglas Reed, dean of
students al Firelands. said later that il
is difficult to interpret figures and thai
"many of them (students) are not
trained in budget analysis " He said
that departmental education has
actually been given more dollar-wise
each year and warned that "per cent of
totals are not the same as total dollars
given
"We have not lost anybody (faculty!
in the 14 months that I have been here
because of money." Dr. Reed said.

adding thai those who did leave
departed because of tenure problems
DR. REED SAID a planning team
composed of six administrators, three
(acuity members, two students and one
board member is currently deciding
how lo besl distribute money lor the
1975-76 school year
Laymon complained thai more
students should be allowed on the
team She said that until recently only
one student was allowed but she
requested and received permission to
permit one more student lo be on the
team
Dr Reed said the administration is
trying to keep the budget issue open
"We do not have lo ask them i students
to be on the team i but we chose to ask
them." he said Reed also noted thai
planning team meetings are open to
all students and thai student opinions
will be acknowledged
Laymon and Smilh also said students
were not adequately represented in the
printing o( a student handbook lor
Firelands
a To page four

Anti-Thieu sentiment growing...
Prevenfive

A painter dunks among th. furniture in Offenhouer East le give the ream a
new leek. A University policy ef preventive maintenance requires that
rri prj (C/n 6 ^"'^'"9* D* pointed every three years. (Newsphete by Dan Fekht).

Trustee voting status may go
to university representatives
By Lerralee Jamesoi
Sufi Reporter
Student and faculty representatives
at Ohio's slate universities may
become official voting members of the
boards of trustees at their schools
pending approval of legislation by the
Ohio General Assembly
House Bill 499. proposed by Rep
Michael P. Stinziano (D-Columbusi.
would expand the boards of trustees of
state universities from nine to 13
members
The additions! four
members would be comprised of two
students and two faculty members
They would serve staggered two year
terms.
"During the last year's campaign, I
asked people what problems they

Weather
Mostly ineay aid celd today
with higbi JS to 4*. Fair toalgkt
with lews IS to t». lecreasleg
cleadlaeu aad warmer tomorrow
with eight 4e to 45. Probability of
precipitatioa Bear acre per ceal
today aad loeigit

wanted legislatures to deal with." said
Stinziano. representative for about 90
per cent of Ohio State University's
lOSU) students. "Student leaders said
they wanted the composition of the
board of trustees dealt with." he said

decide
whether
student
representatives will be undergraduate
students, graduate students or both,
according to provisions of the bill
Faculty members of any rank may be
chosen to sit on a board of trustees

"STUDENTS AND faculty should
have the right to be heard in policy
making because decisions made by
trustees affect their day-to-day lives
and pocketbooks." Stinziano explained
"Students and faculty are not only not
included, but often not even consulted
in the decisions of the boards
Stinziano said that much of the
decision making at OSU is done
"behind closed doors" with no input
from students or faculty
The bill would give students and
faculty access to executive sessions
where the real decisions are made
before they become public

THE BILL would require faculty and
student trustees to abstain from voting
on matters that would directly affect
them or their employment at the
particular state university.

Under Stinziano s bill, the governor
would continue to appoint nine trustees
with the approval of the Ohio Senate
for nine-year terms. Student trustees
would be elected by the student body
while faculty trustees would be chosen
by the official faculty association.
Individual schools are permitted to

Reactions to Stinziano s bill varied
Rep Charles F Kurfess (R-Bowling
Green l. said he does not support the
bill
"Nobody should go on a formal board
of trustees as a member of a
constituent group." Kurfess said.
Kurfess said he does support a
means, similar to the University's.
where faculty and students can
formally participate In the decisionmaking process of the board. He has
introduced resolutions in the past to
require boards of trustees to provide
some type of system to insure student
and faculty input
• Te page four

SAIGON. South Vietnam (APICalls (or the quick overthrow o(
President Nguyen Van Thieu swept
Saigon yesterday as his government
issued shoot-to-kill orders to
maintain security in the capital.
Meanwhile 50.000 Communist-led
troops massed only 45 to 55 miles
away
The Viet Cong said they had taken
the district town o( Chon Thanh. 45
miles north o( Saigon. a(ter weeks
of heavy siege.
Hanoi radio said action had been
taken to "punish diehard
commanders" in Tuy Hoa. the
capital of coastal Phu Yen Province
that fell Wednesday
No details of the punishment were
given, but the broadcast indicated
some aspects of the takeover of Tuy
Hoa were bloody.
Calls for an anti-Thieu coup
coincided with the first open attack
on the president by the country's
ranking Roman Catholic. Saigon
Archbishop Nguyen Van Binh.
Thieu. a Catholic himself, up until
six months ago had counted on the
two million Catholics in South
Vietnam for his only substantial
popular support
VOLUNTEER agencies trying to
airlift Vietnamese orphans to the
United States from South Vietnam
appealed to the U.S. government for
an airlift of jumbo jets. The North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong now
control three-quarters of South
Vietnam.
•I don't want my babies to die,''
one Vietnamese mother walled.
In Saigon a militant Roman
Catholic priest, the Rev. Tran Huu
Thanh, called on his followers to
"close ranks with the army" and
overthrow Thieu in the next two or
three days.

He claimed Saigon will fall to the
North Vietnamese and Viet Cong
within three weeks if Thieu remains
in power, and If that happens, "we
shall all surely die."
FATHER THANH, who has
repeatedly called for Thieu's ouster
in recent months, claimed a group
of generals met earlier yesterday
and have decided to "dethrone"
Thieu.
He said the report came from "an
officer friend." There was no independent verification of his claim.
The priest made the statements
during an anti-Thieu rally held in
the courtyard of a suburban church
which was the frequent site of
similar rallies last fall.
ABOUT Z.tM followers attended

the rally, one of six held at Catholicchurches in the area to generate
public support for his pro-coup
position.
"It is obvious President Thieu is
not going to listen to reason any
longer," Father Thanh said after
the rally, in reference to appeals
from the Senate and Saigon
Archbishop Nguyen Van Binh. that
Thieu resign. ^We are now going to
push for his ouster in a military
coup."
GOVERNMENT police took up
positions around all rallies but the
only violence reported was when
police broke up a small
demonstration of about 200
Catholics, mostly youngsters, on
their way to one of the churches.

...Ford optimistic
SAN DIEGO. Calif. (APlPresident Ford said yesterday he
does not anticipate the fall of South
Vietnam at the moment.
"I am an optimist." he said
Speaking at a nationally
broadcast news conference, the
President said he would do
everything within the law to help
South Vietnam and Cambodia to
survive.
"I am an optimist despite the sad
and tragic events" in Indochina.
Ford said
Ford opened his news conference
with a brief statement.
"WE ARE SEEING a great
human tragedy as untold numbers
of Vietnamese flee before the North
Vietnamese onslaught."
Pledging the United States to
increased help. Ford said he has
"directed all available naval ships
to stand off Indochina to do

whatever can be done to aid the
refugees
He added that he has ordered the
embassy in Saigon to "cut red tape"
standing in the way of evacuating
orphans from South Vietnam
A special program is under way to
bring 2.000 such orphans to the
United States. Ford said, including
diversion of funds from a SJ million
children s fund to airlift the
children to the West Coast
"IT IS THE least we can do and
we will do much, much more." the
President said
Expressing disappointment about
the South Vietnamese decisions to
abandon large areas, the President
continued
"The will of the South
Vietnamese people. I think, still
exists They want a different kind of
government than exists in North
Vietnam."
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epiT8RiaLS
can't save Vietnam
The end appears to have come for South Vietnam, and there is nothing
the United States can do to save the beleaguered nation.
I.ast-second military aid to Vietnam is out of the question. Congress
has already demonstrated it would be strongly opposed to any renewed
U.S. military intervention in that country. President Gerald R. Ford said
in March that "all American forces have come home. They will not go
back.'"
There is little the United States can do to save South Vietnam from
communist domination. The United States has no diplomatic leverage in
(he situation, and the North Vietnamese will be reluctant to come to the
negotiating table if their forces continue to win easy victories over South
Vietnam's best fighting men.
Further US military aid to the South is futile What good is equipment
if the South Vietnamese army does not have the guts to stand and fight?
The only action left to the United States is to try to ease the suffering of
the civilians caught up in the miseries of war.
There is little hope of saving South Vietnam from the communists.

women's program board
plans spring activities
B> Women's Program Board Mrmbrrs
Cunt Column

Women'! Program Board (WPB) is
i loosely structured, unbudgeted.
voluntary organization of womenundergraduate and gi.nl students,
lacully and staff-working together to
coordinate, promote and plan
programs of interest to women on the
Howling Green campus.
And thai means all women1
Kormed earlier this year. WPB
membership is entirely voluntary, and
any women who are interested in the
group aulomatically become
members As a group. WPB members
have no one. single philosophy or
attitude about women, women's rights.
ete In tact, one of (he strengths of the
organization is thai nearly all attitudes
and philosophies are represented,
which means that in programming,
members try to consider all women,
not just one particular group
Currently, WPB has five major
project* underway, in an attempt to
"reach out" to women
TO FULFILL our objective of
promoting women's programs, WPB
his designed a system of publicizing
any and all programs that might be of
Interest to women A special filler
headed "Programs of interest to
women
will be prepared and
circulated every two weeks, and will
give details on all programs during
thai lime period which might be
Interesting tour valuable for women
Graduate sludenl Susie t'onover is
coordinating this project, and has sent
forms to many campus organizations
asking lor information on upcoming
programs If you or your group is
planning a program and you'd like to
make use ot this free service, contact
Susie al 450 Sludenl Services. 372-2951
A second project is compiling a
data bank' of persons on campus who
are able and willing to discuss topics of
Interest to women Response lo this
project has been "fantastic" according
lo chairperson Becky Bohlman. an
undergraduate student
She has
received more than 50 responses from
willing speakers, and the topics they
cover include
International women, women in the
work force, plans lor advancement of
women career planning, children's art
in public schools, women in chemistry,
women and leisure, women's role In
the church. American women poets,
awareness ol being a woman, women
and madness, home management and
several other home economics-related
topics
the working wife-mother,
women in journalism, the effect of the
women's movement on masculine and
feminine traits, psychology of women,
women and sports, dissenting views of
women s liberation, women in TV and
film, how to prevent speech problems
in children, careers in data processing
women in art liberated marriage,
women of the Bible, minority
employment trends, women in higher
education
women and medicine,
sexism in the U S. combining
marriage and a career, choosing to be
childless, topics relating to migrant
workers, human liberation i including a
workshop!, socialization into sex roles
as interpreted through transactional
analysis, men's liberation. Virginia
Wool! as a feminist, women of various
countries i classical Greece. Italy,
etc I, French women authors, role of
women around the world, comparative
family systems, women as educators,
skin care and makeup, opportunity
costs of being a woman, volunteerism.
tension control, self-defense for
modern women, being a liberated
spouse-and that's not all
NEARLY HALF the persons who
responded are men, and prospective
speakers represent all points of view
Persons who are planning a program
and looking for a speaker, or who'd like
to plan a program on an above topic,
should contact Becky at the Delta

I lamina House. 372-4008 She also has a
list of persons who'd like to talk, but
listed no specific topic.
A third project currently underway is
preparing and presenting a series of
"awareness workshops." designed for
women.
The workshops are designed to
stimulate thought and discussion on
general topics of interest to women, to
allow participants to define where they
are at as women, and lo see where
other women are at on various issues,
and to encourage women to share their
thoughts, ideas and opinions with other
women.
Initially, WPS members are
assisting groups of hall directors and
resident advisers in participating in
the workshops, with the intent that the
RAs and sorority resident supervisors
will then conduct similar workshops
with groups of students.
Response to the first group of
workshops held with RAs has been
very good, according to Liza Coughlin.
co-chairperson of WPB. She presented
a workshop in Kreischer Quad, and
found that the students were so
interested that the session extended
long past the one-hour time limit she
had originally set.
THE WORKSHOPS include having
participants respond to and discuss
various statements about women and
the status of women, and having each
participant draw and talk about her
"lifeline."
WPB members are contacting
sororities and residence halls to
arrange times to present workshops
Any living unit that has not been
contacted, or any other group-student,
faculty or staff-which would like to
learn about or participate in a
workshop may contact Liza at 219
Ashley. 372-5257
Two programs are in the planning
stages for spring quarter an
international women's panel to be
presented during International Week
on April 9 and a "health fair" to be
presented later in the quarter.
The health fair will revolve around
the theme of "our bodies, our selves."
and will feature booths and speakers on
various topics, ranging from healthrelated subjects such as pelvic
examinations, breast cancer, etc.. to
grooming, make-up. etc.. to physical
fitness and health foods
"This is the type of programming
we'd like to stick with." said Janet
Wekman. co-chairperson of WPB.
"We're interested in sponsoring
programs that will interest and be of
value to all women, no matter what
types of views they have on women's
roles, etc "
ANY CAMPUS group interested in
helping organize or participating in the
health fair may contact Janet at 322
Offenhauer East. 372-4701
At present. WPB is operating with no
budget of its own. preferring to work
under the auspices of Student
Activities
According to Diane Saxe.
coordinator of Kreischer Quadrangle
and the woman who originally came up
with the Idea of a women's program
board, the group Is intended to be
active, in a low-key way. and very
supportive of women's groups and
programming which already exists.
"We want to help other groups
coordinate programs, and to help the
entire campus learn about these
programs," she said, noting that WPB
sees itself as sort of an "umbrella"
organization working with
other
groups. Any programming done by
WPB will usually include bringing in
other groups as co-sponsors
We can serve as a resource center,
with our dau bank; as a promoter,
with our publicity fliers, as support
stall, by having members help other
groups organize programs.
Women's Program Board is - a
helping organization-and we're ready
to help you!

ford enjoys challenges
WASHINGTON--Gerald Ford broke
with tradition the other day by
admitting out loud that he enjoys being
President
He proved it even more recently by
unexpectedly breaking into a sprint at
the airport in California, in full view ol
the crowd and the cameras
We are not accustomed to presidents
who say and do such things in public.
If Mr Ford's predecessors felt
joyous about their job and most
secretly did- they managed a stiff
upper lip and lapsed into statesmanlike
talk about the awesome burdens that
had been thrust upon them.
BUT THE plain fact is that Mr Ford
truly likes being President and doesn't
mind if it shows. And show it does,
despite the national and global
problems that have clamored for his
attention these past eight months.
This President finds his White House
a liberating experience, not a confining
one The high fence around 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue has given him a
freedom he never thought he would
find there
Some of the pleasures are simple
things, like not having to rustle his own
grub for breakfast anymore or helping
Mrs. Ford clean up after guests have
gone in the evening.
Instead of commuting from his home
in Alexandria. Virginia to the office, he
has only to go down the elevator and
walk a long corridor past the rose
garden.
Once in the Oval Office, he doesn't
have to fetch a thing A snap of the
fingers or a press of the buzzer brings
the world to him-or cottage cheese for
lunch. Legions of aides, his doctor,
limousine, and even his presidential
jet. come with the building
NIGHTTIME no longer finds Jerry
Ford snoozing in some lonely airport
terminal wailing for a wee-hour flight
back lo Washington, as it so often did
during his congressional days. No
need, either, for credit cards or pocket
money or fretting about the boys'
neglect of the lawn or having to find a
dime for the pay phone to call Betty

First Lady. Betty Ford is expected to
accompany the President almost
everywhere he goes. And when he's
home in Washington, he's home with
her and seventeen-year-old Susan.

J.F. lerHorit

America's taxpayers have seen to it
that the care and feeding of its Chief
Executive rivals the lifestyle of any
monarch. Not even Nelson Rockefeller
has ever had it so good.
But Mr Ford's joy in the presidency
runs deeper than all that For the first
time in twenty-six years of public life,
he and Mrs Ford can be together
almost every day
As a congressman, his frequent
absences from home and family put a
heavy strain on their relationship, a
strain that Mrs. Ford bore more
stoically than many politicians' wives
Those days are gone forever As

IQDNSDER THE FALL
0FDANANGT0
BEAGREAT

THERE'S AN added comfort, too. in
knowing that the Secret Service and
superb White House communications
keep the Fords in close touch with their
three sons-Mike and his wife. Gail, at
Gordon-Cornwell
Theological
Seminary in Wenham. Massachusetts.
Jack, a senior at Utah State, and Steve,
who is working on a ranch in Montana
The Fords are a closeknit family.
Although Mr Ford was skeptical at
the outset, the White House has
provided him with a more meaningful
family like than he thought possible
Perhaps more important for the
country is Mr Ford's discovery that he
enjoys the change from legislating to
executive decision-making
The early days were frantic and
frenzied as he endeavored to pick up
the pieces of the shattered Nixon

presidency, assemble a White House
staff and run the country and oversee
America's interests abroad
Slowly, painfully at times, things
have come together for Mr. Ford. He
now feels that be is on top of his job and
his administration, even though he
knows he can never decree that the
seas should recede from his chair
WHENEVER HE feels that he may
be engulfed, this President likes to
hark back to Harry Truman, another
midwesterner who came into the White
House from Capitol Hill at a time of
emergency
"Being a president is like riding a
tiger," Mr. Truman once observed "A
man has to keep riding or be
swallowed "
Mr. Ford likes the ride well enough
to want four more years of it
To a friend who demurred at his
expression of pleasure in being
President, Mr Ford retorted. "Why
not?" Come to think of it, why not'
Copyright. 1*75. Universal Press
Syndicate I*troit News

IT HAS CRUELLY TTOTED
HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS
OF REFUGEES WHO
TWEDUMLMLAST
MOMENT TO ESCAPE...

IFEELITISGREATIY
DISTURBING FOR
ALL MANKIND!

Lerrers
heart fund
I would like to take this opportunity
to publicly thank the many students of
BGSU who took part in the recent
Heart Sunday fund drive Successful
campaigns at the local level go a long
way in combating the nation's number
one killer, heart disease
Monies raised will be utilized in
providing ill educational materials
iused by university students). 121
research on the BGSU campus. (31 inservice training for nurses. 141
nutrition counseling services. (51 the
rheumatic fewer primary prevention
program and other activities
A special note of thanks goes to
Richard Brenneman and the members
of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity for
their effort in hosting a joint lit;SI l'i
tea. As a result of this effort several
hundred dollars were given to the
Wood County Branch.
Richard W. Bowers. President
Wood County Heart Branch

reply to
doug keith
Well. Douglas Keith, until The BG
News published its profile of you. I had
restrained myself from replying to any
of your letters because I felt you wei e
a fictitious person whom someone had
created to show, through the idiocy of
your letters, how laughable your
opinions are
Since the profile. 1 haven't felt the
need to reply to any of your letters
because, after I cut out all the
incoherent bull in them. I found they
said nothing at all.
However, your letter in the March 6
issue of The BG News did seem to have
some sort of idea, vague, incomplete
and malformed though it was. behind it
and for that reason 1 am responding to
it.
in the letter, you said. "To fight
communism is a virtue and not a vice
or a sin." You were replying to a
statement by George McGovern in
which he said. "The war in Vietnam is
evil."
It seems to me that only a repulsive
fool with the moral sense of Godzilla
and the intellectual vigor of a halffilled ashtray could find any virtue in
America's policy of spending millions
of dollars a year on weapons and
ammunition, keeping a regime in
power in South Vietnam which is
infinitely more corrupt and evil than
Its communist counterpart in the
north.
ASK YOURSELF why the Thieu
government hasn't lived up to the 1961
peace agreement la which It said it

would allow national elections
The answer is that Thieu knows the
people of South Vietnam are fad up
with his corrupt, fascist dictatorship
which executed thousands of political
adversaries on its way to driving all
other candidates out of the running the
last time South Vietnam had "free"
elections
In citing St Thomas Aquinas. Soren
Kierkegaard and Buber. among others
as sources for the "theological base"
of your statement, you rose to new
heights of preposterous stupidity. As
far as I know, none of these men had
anything at all to say. good or bad.
about the Vietnam war
As for Pope Paul and Billy Graham,
both of whom you also mention as
supporters of your stance on the war. I
must confess ignorance of either man's
position on the Vietnam war But what
difference does it make if they do
support the war'
If the Pope were to issue a statement
tomorrow
calling
for the
extermination of all non-Christians,
would that make it morally right?
Wise men can be wrong, and this sort
of appeal to a higher authority smacks
of the mentality of a child who seeks to
prove the truth of something by
indignantly claiming, "It's true cause
my daddy says so!"
Finally, your letter said that
"George McGovern has two feet stuck
in his mouth " Maybe so. but I bet
McGovern has less trouble getting his
feet out of his mouth than you seem to
be having getting your head out of your
rear end.
Paul Miller
519 Offenhauer West

drop/add fees
I am writing to bring this to the
attention of those students who have
found their pocketbooks less filled with
that "green stuff" after visiting the
nearby "drop add. door die" desk.
If you don't make that critically,
emphatic decision correct when they
give you the scheduled time for
compiling those courses that will
affect you for the next two quarters.
then you have won yourself a one-way.
all expense paid trip (by you), to the
hasslefull capitol of the campus,
otherwise known as drop add.
This illustrious place is the dream of
those beach-bathing-spring-breaking
B.C. students. In this land of
enchantment one finds oneself with the
terrible penalty of payment for merely
changing his educational outlook to a
more positive vision.
There seems to be a failure, when
one side (the administration), seems lo
think that the other side (the students),
should make every decision about his
college career absolute and correct.
Or maybe they (the administration)
are so sure that the students are

going to make these mistakes in
judgments and decisions about their
scheduling that they have found a way
to hit the student twice Once for
tuition and once again for "additional
fees", when you drop or add a
necessary course.
Whatever it is called may be merely
a matter of opinion, but this farce must
find a rest
The unnecessary charging of
changing your education for your
betterment is one of the many anxiety
creating devices created on this
campus by an inside agitator (the
administration).
Robin Quintrell
818 2nd Street

embarrassed
by action

winter; get used to it this spring, and
be sure you have a good, strong lock
and chain so you won't get ripped off.
Do you feel guilty about using 100.000
kcalories for a 30-mile trip each day0
Don't1 Feeling guilty doesn't help. Just
get a car pool together We are all on
this spaceship together: why not car
pool together?
AT A SOLAR energy conference I
recently attended. 1 heard an analogy
which might help your understanding
You know what income is and you
know what a savings account is You
keep
the savings account for
emergencies and spend your income
What do we do with energy? Oil.
uranium, coal are our savings account,
sunlight, wind, water power are our
income.
We are spending our savings and for
the most part (farmers, hydroelectric
plants, greenhouses excepted I ignoring
our energy income This is folly of the
highest order

I extend my congratulations to
Jennifer Blome's letter, "entitled to
mistakes." As a visiting student to this
campus. I too am embarrassed by Miss
Stenbuck's actions
In my culture, it certainly would be a
reflection of her integrity and it would
be shunned as a despicable act

Jary Crandell
Physics Department

THiaCNSWS
An Indapandanl Stvdant Vain

Nobby Emmanuel
Republic of South Africa

save fuel
How did you get to school today'' I
rode my bicycle-it is part of my
lifestyle It costs me about 1 100th of
my food energy and about 30 kcal. to
take me about three miles a day.
If you drove those three miles each
day. you would spend about 10.000 kcal
of energy for fuel and more energy still
to maintain the ear-typically another
10.000 kcal. charged to each daily trip.
As we go through life, there are
many things we do for reasons we only
partly understand
1 care about throwing away
petroleum needlessly: I like to feel the
elements each day-it tells me that I'm
part of the earth. I still own a car and
use it with no regrets, when I need it.
HOW ABOUT you? Fifty per cent of
the mileage that U.S. cars travel is for
trips under five miles round trip This
is bicycle or walking range!
If we could walk or bike-ride half of
these short range trips and save fuel by
using smaller cars and driving them
with less machismo, we would have to
import mideast oil at a much reduced
rate.
What effect does this have? More
fuel for industries-this means better
job prospects for graduates. Less
inflation means more pocket money
for everybody.
Convinced? Don't start riding in the
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Goodwin doubts support,

newsnotes

changes party affiliation

Victory gardens
AKRON lAPl - The victory gardens" of three decades
ago are back in vogue at Kent State University and two
nearby communities but this time in an economic war
Kent State President Glenn A Olds has parceled out the
first of a number ol 20- by 30-foot plots the school is
making available to faculty and students as an anliinflation measure
Barberton. using city-owned land, has 2.500 plots SO- by
50-feet each and has offered them to any resident Officials
report at least 300 already have applied

Goodwin must face Newlove in a primary
election June 3. and if he wins will run
against Gallagher in November
Dickinson and Meermans do not have to
run in the primary because they filed as
independents

ByCMySmerciM
SufI Reporter
Hubert P Goodwin, junior lA&S. B A
candidate for councilman-at-large said
yesterday he is convinced student voters will
not turn out in massive numbers for
November's general election

GOODWIN'S PLANS for his primarycampaign include knocking on doors,
mapping out a walking route around the city
and a telephone committee to contact
Democratic voters immediately before the
primary election

Goodwin originally took out nominating
petitions as an independent candidate, but
said he re-evaluated his feelings and decided
his only chance of winning the post was byrunning on a party ticket
Just prior to the filing deadline of March
•.11 Guodwin circulated and filed Democratic
nominating petitions

Chess crown
AMSTERDAM. Netherlands IAPI - Bobby Fischer lost
his world chess crown yesterday by default to Soviet
grandmaster Analolv Karpov The American champion
refused to play the title match under a rule to which he
objected
In Moscow Karpov. 23. said he was still ready to meet
Fischer and was sorry the deposed champion did not
accept his challenge But he added. I am very happy that
the crown has returned to the Soviet Union "
The International Chess Federation. FIDE, awarded the
title to Karpov alter Fischer lailed to send in his
agreement to meet the Soviet challenger in a match in
Manila
Fischer. 32. who has shunned newsmen and lived a
secluded hie since winning the title in September 1972. had
no immediate public comment

He intends to spend no money before the
primary if you hit people for money now.
they won't give you money for the big
election ' he said

"I had an independent petition filled out.
but then I decided the mass student turnout
we were expecting just wasn t going to
happen In order to be elected. 1 had to run on
j party ticket What good would it do to run
Wd MM be elected'' It's pointless, he said

The county Democratic organization will
support Goodwin in the November general
election if he defeats Newlove in June
Goodwin said he has been getting good
response' to his candidacy "I've lived in
Bowling Green for 13 years I'm assistant
manager of the McDonald's on South Main
Street The people know me. ' he said

TWO OTHER students Robert Dickinson
sophomore Kd i, and David H Meermans.
sophomore iB A I, are running as
independents (or other city posts-Dickinson
(a m.ivor and Meermans lor a ward one
council Mtl
They are going to have to work harder
:li.in hell. Goodwin predicted He said he
.ind Dickinson and Meermans sort ol parted
our ways" when he decided to run as a
Democrat

GOODWIN IS looking for more support
from residents of Bowling Green than from
students, he said Voters in November's
election must be registered by Ocl 9. and
Goodwin said he doubts if enough students
would register between the time classes
start in late September and the deadline to
swing an election

dm- councilman-at-large seat will be filled
in November s election Thomas M Carroll.
pmvntl) holding that position, has
announced that he will not seek re-election

Fair representation of students on city
council is. Goodwin said, one of the main
reasons he decided to run for councilman-atlarge

Goodwin. Kichard Newlove. also a
Democrat
and Patrick Gallagher, a
Republican, are running for the seat

"The University makes the town, and the
University should be represented A student
could contribute well.'' he explained

Adoption bill
WASHINGTON IAPI - The House is expected to vote
later this month on legislation that could facilitate the
adoption by U S residents of some Vietnamese children
The bill, approved last month by the Judiciarv
Committee, would permit the adoption of foreign children
by single persons The law now specifies couples
A committee spokesman said thai, while the bill is not
directed specifically at Vietnamese children, the adoption
ol a number ol these has been blocked by the restriction
now in force

Subpoenas

In a fin* ortt jewelry tlass. Nancy D. Blair, senior (A&SI.

Tapes implicate Connolly

learnt the technique ol sawing designs out of metal after
transferring

them

from

tracing

paper.

Michael Poitarello)

WASHINGTON tAPiProsecutors in the John
Connally bribery trial
played a While House tape
yesterday showing the
lormer treasury secretary
pushed hard to gel President
Nixon to raise milk price
supports in' 1971
Connally is accused of
illegally taking two gifts of
$5 000 apiece from a big
dairy
cooperative.
Associated Milk Producers
Inc in return for his help in
getting milk
prices
increased
CONNALLY'S
lawyer.
Edward Bennett Williams,
told the jury Wednesday that
the government's star

witness. Jake Jacobsen. is a
liar and a thiel who actually
embezzled the $10,000 lor
himsell and then falselyaccused Connally of taking
it
The tape played by the
prosecution yesterday was
released in trartscnpl by the
House Judiciarv Committee

FLORIDA PARTY fit
AT

7 • 9 p.m. in the
President's Lounge,
Ice Arena.

knows I
372:2445
MB

leflu J

MSi wflMwA \

W%l

jM

TONIGHT

JfF

4 - 6:00

W \/i\M//

Delicious Refreshments
Location - East Side Of
New Fraternity Row
Near Wooster

Bring a friend!

BURNING BUSH
CHRISTIAN BOOKSTORE
Bibles
Greeting Cards
Religious Records
Religious Books
ALL KINDS
ARMA-GEDD0N
Oil & Middle East Crisis
and
Jesus Wants You Well?
by C.S. Lovett

New Assortment of Religious Books

I

Fact Line

SIGMA NU FRATERNITY

Monday's
THE NIGHT!
Rock on at the
annual Theta Chi
Playboy Rush Party
Monday. April 7

last year during its
impeachment inquiry
It records the voices ol
President Nixon. Connally
and six other presidential
advisers at an Oval Ollice
meeting the alternoon o!
March 23. 1971. when Nixon
decided to raise price
supports for the corrtfngvear

New Shipment of
American Standard Bibles

OPEN DAILY 9 to 5
SAT. 10 to 2
Room 303,
Bank of Wood County Bldg.
3rd Floor - 130 S. Main St.
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COLUMBUS IAPI-A key member ol lormer Gov John
J Gilligan's cabinet and 15 other persons were subpoenaed
yesterday in a Franklin County grand jury investigation of
state hiring and payroll practices after the November
election
The investigation has locused on charges that former
Democratic campaign workers, who were put on the state
payroll alter the November election, lailed to appear at
their assigned posts

LASALLE*S
. ■■

■

L

I

Annex Sale
2 DAYS ONLY

Save 50% and more
on Misses' Lingerie
and Sportswear,
Girls' Playwear.
STARTS 9 A.M. — FRIDAY, APRIL 4th
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Faculty, student reps

local briefs

Are you saving the News?

may receive board vote
The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon
wish to congratulate
their new officers:

• from page one
A student representative
to the Board of Trustees and
the Chairman of the Faculty
Senate represent students
and faculty at Board of
Trustees meetings at the
University, although they
are not permitted to vote
W
Randall Hathaway.
Student Government Association ISGA) president,
said the bill "looks excellent."

President - Mitch McLaughlin
Vice President - Tim Carter
Corresponding Sec. - John Edler
Recording Sec. - Lee Spuhler
Controller - Tom IMichta
Senior Executive - Gregg Carrick
Pledge Educator - Jon Carver
Rush Chairman ■ Wayne Price

• from pogo one

Smith said that a request
for a rough draft of what
should be included in a student
handbook
was
requested but that SAB had
no indication that a handbook for Firelands was actually going to be printed
Uivinun said she was not
given ample time to survey
student opinion concerning a
handbook
"As a student, you must
know where you stand."
Smith said, adding that the
handbook being printed does
not deal with student rights,
but concerns itself with such
things as available counseling services and library
hours
He said students are being
told in their handbook to
refer to the handbook of the
main campus when a problem concerning student
rights arises The main
campus handbook defines
student rights

LOWEST EVERYDAY PRICES IN TOWN!
ON
SALE
THIS
WEEK
ONLY

20

ea.

Jimi Hendrix

David Bowie

"Crash" Landing'

"Young Americans"

SCH00LKIDS' RECORDS
134W.Wooster

352-4812

rHCTL

Sat. 11-6

104.7 stereo Toledo, Ohio

•■MINTS

I

THE HENDRIX EXPERIENCE IS HERE!
Anewtilm—
Hendrix at his peak
The historic
Berkeley Concert
Memorial Day 1970
With Mitch Mitche
and Billy C\>\
Fl\ High.

Ashel G. Bryan, president
of the University Board of

Trustees here, said he did
not think the University
would benefit from the bill.
The student and faculty
representative are never
excluded from meetings,
and there is no problem with
input from faculty and students, Bryan said
However. Bryan said he
would have no objection if
the bill were enacted.
"I would do nothing in the
legislature to push it or stop
it." he said

Firelands issues raised

Thanks for a job well done to the outgoing officers.

M-F12-8

Dr. Ramona Cormier, professor of philosophy and
chairwoman of Faculty
Senate, said the Senate and
the Senate Executive Committee (SECl are "neutral
on the subject because it is
debatable."
Dr Cormier said the
Senate and SEC believe that
boards of trustees of institutions should be autonomous

)nct led Ivy

I'cit'i Pilafian,
in i nloi from
New I ine Cinema.
\ must see lot all
I lendrix fanatit sand
Kxk music fans"

BUT SMITH said only one
copy of the main campus
handbook was at Firelands
and was told by an administrator that no more could be
obtained
He said SAB
members journeyed to the
main campus and were able
to obtain 38 additional
copies
Hoy Schaffer. director of
student services at Firelands. described the handbook being printed now as
"a cheap model lor next
year " He explained that
this year's handbook is just
a start and that improvements will certainly be
made "You rarely hit it on
the head the first time." he
added
He said Laymnn was told
to take action necessary to
gel inlormation from students concerning a student
handbook
L.tymon and Smith used
the handbook issue as an
example of an overall

The Grape Escape
WINEMAKING
SUPPLIES

communications
problem
between students and
administrators at Firelands
Smith said he is receiving
student complaints that it is
difficult to reach administrators at their offices.
Laymon said an open
atmosphere is supposed to
be in existence at Firelands
but that "his (Dr Reed'si
idea of open communication
is letting us say what we
want and then not doing anything about it."
Smith also charged that
the administration is taking
credit lor getting Firelands
activities listed in the Green
Sheet He said Firelands'
activities were included
because of a student body
request.
He said the Firelands
campus was receiving only
12 copies of the Green Sheet
"One must ask the question
why then does the administration get II copies and
the students only one''"
Shaffer explained the

problem by saying. "Things
are going to be difficult
when we institute new contacts with the main
campus " He said it takes
time to get the logistics of
receiving material settled
and that lor spring quarter.
Firelands is supposed to
receive one bundle i about
1001 Green Sheets each
week He said that copies
received are posted in
several areas at Firelands
Smith maintained that the
Green Sheet is not being
posted and said it is hard for
students to participate in
activities when they do not
know what is happening.
"These are the hard core
questions that have to be
asked and that nobody wants
to ask because they are dirty
questions." Smith said about
issues raised at the meeting
He added that students
should ask themselves if
they are getting their
money's worth from their
administration

WHAT DOW MEAN,
WAfSW Pmi£M?i
I JUST MO Y0U.U.

FOR SALE

■v live Christians Today will meet 603 ('lough St. 10 am tor Greek
class-Bible study

Need 1 m for spring $67 mo
I'hone 352 8217

69 Firebird 68.000 miles New
paint job. brakes, cooling
svstem Great condition Call
257-5611

3 sr girls would like studious
roommate next vear $67 mo
352-6791

1965 Ford Galaxey Best offer
over $35 takes it 635 Conneaut
Ave. 351-0414
^_^

2 I to sublet, mimed $65 mo
All utilities except electricity
Near campus 3721738 or 353
7555

Opal ring with 6 diamonds Size
5'» Reasonable price 372-2926

All Jewish students lc laculty invited to celebrate Ihe Sabbalh In
I 'i .tit Chapel at 6 30 p m

Saturday. April S 1975
Open Photography Lab Km 232 Tech Bldg 9 a iti to 3 p m Open
to the BGSU Academic Community Chemicals are supplied Hnng
your own prim paper A lee ol $ 50 will be charged to your bursar's
bill for each session

$1.50

FRIDAY-SATURDAY MIDNIGHT MOVIES I

I m spr qlr to till 4 man apart
$60 mo 352 3066
1 I rmmte next vear Georgetown Apia 372-5513 or 872-5511
Female roommate needed
Close to campus 352-1421

Sunday. April 6.1975
Active Christians Today worship service 10 30 a m Alumni Hm
Union
Sailing Club meeting Hm 203 Hayes Hall 7 p.m. Open to all

Varsity Square Apt to sublease
till mid-June $135 mo In
lurnished Call 352-0925

Worship service. Orthodox Christian Fellowship. 6 p m St John's
Episcopal Church. 1505 E WoosterSt.

1 m rmmt $65 mo
bedroom 352-0775

SCEC Walk Committee meeting Hm 220 Math Sci Bldg 7 30pm
\nyone interested may come
Bldg 8-10 pin

Roommate needed now' House
at 300 S Prospect 67 50 mo
Own room, call 353-2873 and ask
for Earl

l<< .si Karate Club - Gojukai meet Aud St Thomas More Parish
5 30-7 30 pm

F roommate needed. $50 mo
352-7112
PERSONALS

RIDES

AT BOWLING GREEN'S
STADIUM PLAZA

neef lien

1 male sublease house utilities
paid, near campus 680 mo 3725354

Eckankar. the Path ot Total Awareness inlroductorv lecture. Rm
113 Bus Ad Bldg .6pm Free & open to the public

SHOW 12:00'

YOU'/?? Si HA!
IT'I r^\ riAim

Gallery of the Art Building will show paintings, graphics, sculpture,
jewelry, ceramics and weaving April 6th thru April 20th Free &
upon to (he public

Local housing authorities will present aspects ol off-campus living
The new Landlord tenant act will be distributed & discussed. Rm
400 Moaeley Hall. 7 30 p m

ALL SEATS

MWfe 777 Sf1

mation c ill EDUCATIONAL
FLIGHTS toll-tree idOOi 2235569

Dept. of Ed Found and lnquirv tutors meeting Rm 404 Moselev
Hall 6-8 p.m

CINEMA I

A wind ensemble concert will be performed at 8 p.m.
tonight in the Recital Hall of the School of Music
The ensemble, conducted by Mark S Kelly, director of
bands, is drawn from the Symphonic Band personnel and
will perform a variety of selections written for a specified
number of instruments and people
The concert is free and open to the public

I lem roommate needed, spr
qtr $65 mo I'aid nil April 15
352-8296

BK1DGE PRE-LESSON FOK students who have signed in the
Union Activities for the series ol lessons but have had little or no
experience 7 to 9 Wayne Rm . Union

OPEN 11:301

Concert tonight

Friday. April 4.1975

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Monday. April 7.1675

Commute from Findlav Call Jo
at 2-2191 lor hrs
Com* in end ie* oc. complete line
O* FnWrmly — ScWOTitr Jowolfy.

There will be an introductory meeting for prospective
tutors from 6-8 p.m. Monday in 404 Moseley Hall There
will be a brief introduction to tutoring for those wishing to
tutor local school children. A list o[ available tutor
positions will be provided

Wo or* not toiponetble lot mistflkot union noticed an fi'tt day ol

SCEC Business meeting Km 220 MalhSci
Everyone welcome - old 6c new members

pi I IQi'LOVI IS HARD TO ClU'a hilarious new spoof 00 samurai flicks and Mi's serials
rUUj. with Peter HriHin.iii. star "i I tasiM theatre as love i raieej gorilla. NasiGorenu
i I .on-rig

Tutor meeting

-*m>~ CL3SSIFIED —°*®fc-~

Dave Atwater will speak on Mineral F.xploration in Northeast
Washington" Km 070 Overman at noon Free • cotfee. slides

Winamakini classas lor
amateur wintmaksri. Coma to
tha shop or »»nd tor registration form. Starting classes
April IS.

Bowling Green Mayor Charles E Bartlett will not
participate in the candlelighting for peace during
International Week, as reported in yesterday's News The
Israeli Independence Day Celebration will be just Friday
at 8pm in the Cardinal Room. Union.

JCAM£H0MeW __
FIND A MCE m f*
IN"MYLIVING
ROOM/1

Hours: 6 p.m. 9 p.m.

"GRAPE ESCAPE 75"

¥**

by Garry Trudeau

Computational Services call ti S seminar Km 220 Math Sci Bldg 3
p m.

Sat

¥**
It was stated in yesterday's News that the University
provides hospital coverage only for the person employed at
the University, but not for other members of the family
This is true for faculty and contract employes, but the
families ol civil service employes are covered by the
University.

DOONESBURY

332 S. Main
Bowling Green, OH

MoaFri.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Corrections
It was reported incorrectly in yesterday's News that
Academic Council voted to accept in principle a proposal
for establishing a College of Mass Communications
The Council voted to accept the report on a mass
communications college done by an ad hoc committee
appointed by Dr. Kenneth W. Rothe. University provost
with appreciation of the lime spent on it.
The Council than acted on the report by suggesting that
any parts of the report which could be implemented
without the establishments of a new college should be
acted upon by those concerned through the appropriate
University channels

SERVICES OFFERED
Decisions'' Need to talk'
Emotional and Material Pregnaacy AM. 35HQ6
PhD will teach Humanistic
Astrology course Friday
evenings in Perrvsburg. April 4
10 weeks. $30 Rides available
CaUJack.MMm.
OPPORTUNITY.

sparelime

earn up to $100 weekly in your
home addressing circulars' List
of lirms with oilers sent for Just
$200! Guaranteed' WG Smith
Enterprises. Box 56I-CS4.
Sunnyvale. Calif 94066
Need expert typing''
sonable rates 352-7M6.

Rea-

WANTED
_____
2 people to sublet apt. until
June. 362-7644
Need male sublease spring
$60 mo or best offer 352-1423

Own

Congratulations Terry on your
Helta Zei.i Kentucky Phi Tau
lavelienng Your Sisters
Delta Zeta congratulates
Jennifer and Ed on their DZATO pinning
FLORIDA PARTY' Tonight
Irom 7-9 30 All Interested men
come party with the Sigma Nu's
in new Fraternity Row near
Wooster
Don't miss out' The bunnies are
ready-are you'' Meet them at
the Theu Chi Plavbov Rush
Party Monday April 7
Be hostess for a cosmetics
demonstration party and
receive free perfume and other
gifts Call by this Sunday for an
April booking and also receive a
free mink key ring 353-7873
INTERESTED IN NO-FRILLS
LOW COST JET TRAVEL to
Europe. Africa. Middle East.
Far East at minimum coat.
maximum flexibility and
minimum hassle'' For infor-

Guitar, fender stratocaster.
maple neck and bodv. ec 3527781.
1969 Ford Van E-200. 6 cylinder
standard, fully insulated Excellent condition Call alter 6
352-8561
Crown portable stereo turntable, am-tm. and cassette
8100 Call Bob. 352-0538
65 Pontiac - Good condition
Make ollermust sell 352-7429
4'ix 9 pool table Inquire at The
Golden Cue
Chopper CB 750 72. AAEE cust
hard tail. 16 Harley rim. 10
over stock twisted Springer
cust metal flake green, peanut
tank king queen seat. $1500 as is
$2300 completely rebuilt Dennis
353-4842 alter 5 or before 10 am
Golf clubs $100 11 clubs putter
bag Call352-0225 afler6 p.m
TORRENT
I bedroom furnished apartments 1 'i blocks from campus
All mil pa.d Summer and fall
leases 352-5239 before 5 823
7555 alter 5.
1 and 2 bedroom apis Close to
campus For more information.
call 352-1176
Room for rent for 2 girls 201 S
College
1 bedroom apartment $150 mo
Pinehurst Apartments Brand
new 220 Napoleon Rd.
Apartment lor quick rent. Call
2-3015
Rooms near campus. Fall and
summerrenlals 352-7365
2 bedroom apartments near
Towers Fall rates lor 4
students Summer rates for 2. 3.
or 4 students 352 7365
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Values conference set for Wednesday
ByMvcUCwik
Staff Reporter

Looking at the I'niversity'i put. present and
future in terms of values,
and seeing if those values fit
into tbe overall objective of
tbe campus community is
the object of the first Values
and Evaluation Day. set for
Wednesday.
The day-long invitational
conference sponsored by
Faculty Senate will consist
of a morning and afternoon
session with about 20 workshops in each session
The workshops will cover
topics such as grade inflation, the University as a
source for social change, the
role of black students on
campus, community perceptions about tbe University
and the cost-benefit of athletics
The keynote address will
be given by Hugh Calkins, a
Cleveland attorney who is
active in civic, business and
academic affairs, at 8 30
am in the Main Auditorium. University Hall, and
will be followed by a question-and-answer session
THE FIRST round o(
workshops will begin at 10
am Alter a break for lunch

at 11.45 a.m.. workshops
will be held from 1:15-3 p.m
The final session will take
tbe format of tbe "PointCounterpoint" segment of
tbe CBS television program
"Sixty Minutes" as students
and faculty members argue
What's Right with the University''" and
"What's
Wrong with the University?"
Among the 500 participants and workshop leaders
will be faculty members.
University administrators,
city administrators including Mayor Charles E Hart
lett. Board of Trustee
members and students
According to Dr Karl G
Rabdert. professor of
management and conference
chairman, professors may
cancel their classes on that
day to facilitate faculty and
student participation in the
workshops

DR. RAHDERT said that
the conference will hopefully
give the participants an
opportunity to discuss their
feelings and what they think
with each other, expand the
understanding of others in
the community, find areas
for basic agreement and
identify problems and a
basis for correcting them
He
stressed
the
conference is not meant to
identify actions to be taken
but can act as a catalyst for
future University problems
"This conference is not
action in and of itself." be
said "It's the possibility of
becoming aware of other
people's problems, other
people's thoughts and finding a set of alternatives
Out of this, areas of the
University which lend them
selves to future study and
possible luture acuon may
be found, he added

He said that although the
conference is invitational,
students who are really interested in participating and
have not received invitations
should contact Joan Arras,
administrative specialist to
Faculty Senate If there is
extra space available in the
workshops, they will be
accommodated

DR. RAHDERT said the
conference goal is to have
members ol the University
community appreciate the
importance ol their values
in their work on a day-to-day
basis and to be sensitive to
and to understand belter
values other communities
have It is also to look at
what is being done and

decide if that is what people
want to do or if changes
should be made in the
future, he added
"It's taking a day off to
look at yourself, see if
you're doing whaLyVou want
to do and ask if you're get-

A local chapter of the
National Organization of
Women I NOW i. designed to
reflect the needs of both
University and community
women, is being organized
in Bowling Green
Kathleen M
Lewton.
assistant director of News
Services and co-convener of
the Bowling Green chapter,
said she would like to have
an "all encompassing group
of women, not onljf students
and professional women
Lewton added, however,
that she thinks students are
a very important part of the
membership because they
are younger and can more
easily change their attitudes
and spread the changes to
others
Men are also invited to

LEWTON characterized
NOW as an active
organization with reasonable goals She said a great
number of women already
believe in NOW's goals,
even though they do not
belong to the organization
organization
Mary l.u Graham, one of
the initiaters of the Bowling
Green NOW chapter, said
the chapter will "reflect
what the people want to do
NOW is simply an organized
way to get things done "
Each chapter chooses its
own projects and goals to
supplement the state and
national goals The projects
are designed to reflect the
individual needs of the
chapter.

ing Club which has been re
organized after a vear of
inactivity
The club will have a general meeting at 7 30 p m
Wednesday in 300 Moselev
Hall Students do not need
flying experience to join
Members will receive
reduced rates for plane
rental and for flying lessons
The airport flying school is
certified lo give private pilot

Tuesday's seminar is entitled. "Improving
Supervisory Skills." while Wednesdays
seminar deals with Communications
The final two seminars. "Counseling
Employees" and "Employe Training and
Development." will be held May 20 and 21
Managers may attend any one seminar, or
group of seminars, and those who attend all
five receive a Management Center
certilicate
There is a $45 tee tor e.ii'h seminal. which
includes tuition, materials, lunch and
parking

DELTA TAU DELTA
Open Rush Party Tonight

9?
Come and Party with
The Delts
and their Little Sisses too.
Suds and Tunes Provided

Questions or applications should be
directed to Management Center Mf
Business Administration

ABORTION
STARTING RATE 425.00
1-24 week pregnancy terminated
By Licensed Gynecologist
CLOSE TO YOUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNICS
CALL COLLECT 1-216-631-1557

Get your heads
together.
From one beer lover to another.

24 HOUR SERVICE

Projects suggested for
Bowling Green include
investigation of sexism in
the city school textbooks,
obtaining more credit for
women in their jobs, and
encouraging the continuing
education center to hire a
counselor for women
However, the goals are
dependent on the decisions
of the members
The lirsl meeting of the
organizing chapter will be
held Monday in the second
floor meeting room of the"
Wood County Library. 251 N
Main, at 7 30 p m
Any persons interested in
learning more about the
organization, or becoming a
member, but who cannot
attend the meeting, may
contact Mary Lu Graham.
352-6591 days, or 353-2813
nights or weekends

Flying club to sponsor rides
You say you ve never
ridden in an airplane'' This
weekend may be vour big
chance The BG Flying Club
is sponsoring Three-Dollar
Rides at the I'niversity airport Saturday and Sundav
from noon-6 p m
Anyone can take a ride
from the airport around
campus at the special $3
rate The ride should last
from 15-20 minutes
The Three-Dollar Ride is
the first activity of the Fry-

dynamics has to be given an
opportunity to function." he
said
He said he hopes the day
will be sufficiently successful so that faculty and student senate will support it
lor the future and possibly
make it an annual event

Lecture series to start

to form local chapter
join the new chapter
Lewton said several of the
national officers are men

"When we talk about
working lor change, sensitivity and interpersonal

The first three in a series of five
management seminars will be presented
Monday-Wednesday at the University's
Management Center
Dr Howard Wilson, an educator, lecturer
and consultant in the field of personnel
development, will direct the seminars Dr
Wilson is president of two corporations and
director ol Management Conferences, a
consulting and publishing organization He
has taughl at the University ol Chicago. New
York I'niversilv and Marquette
Monday's seminar will deal with
Understanding and Motivating
Kmplovees.' anil will center around the
concept ol the supervisor as a person
specialist

Women's organization
By l.ynn Dugas
Aitt. Managing Editor

ting there the best way
possible." he said
Dr Rahdert said the day
is being conducted in the
"spirit ol participation."

licenses as well as advanced
ratings
Activities planned lor
spring quarter include an
airshow to be held at the
I'niversity airport Pilots
from various schools will
compete in Hying skills
Kvents will include landing I
accuracy lormation flying
and bomb dropping

Preferred Properties Co.
Management now leasing for
summer and fall
*Buckey House
* Birchwood Place
*Mt.Vernon
* Hampton House
"Haven House

649 6th
650 6th
802 6th
705 7th
1515 E.

St.
St.
St.
St.
Wooster

Rental Office for the above 1163 Napoleon Rd.
Office hrs. 9-12 & 1-5-352-9378

* Cherry Hill Village
Rental Office, 853 Napoleon Rd., Suite 5
Office hrs. 912 & 1-5 ■ 352-6248 or 352-9378

NowonWBGUTV

Ponderosa Steak House is looking for experienced
Ponderosa Team members. Part-time positions are
opening 4 enthusiasts are needed. Apply in person
between 2 8. 5 p.m.

HOWARD JOHNSON'S

z"f

Restaurant & Motor Lodge
presents
Las Vegas Playboy Club Entertainer

OUR CHEESE
STANDS ALONE

DON BRUNS
Friday and Sat. 9 - 2
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The Domino People ore pino people. Period.

Half hour Comedy Series Produced by BBC-TV
A kaleidoscope of skits, sight gags, preposterous animations, and just sheer
zaniness

Howard Johnson's Restaurant
& Motor Lodge
1630 E. Wooster

Sun.lO:30pmon |^J!fy

B DOMINO'S
PIZZA
352-5221

•

Golfers compete at Marshall

New season, new McConnell
By Dick Rm

AllilU.t Sporli Kdllor
It's a new season, and
senior
nolfer
Mark
McConnell is one who has
amiously
awaited its
inception
McConnell a three-year
letterm.m had the lowest
toUl score lor the Bowling
Green linkslers in their
recent
spring
trip
Hopefully, his good showing
last week will be a major
Impetus for a successful
final campaign after a
disappointing spring lasl
year.
WITH THE PalCOD season
officially beginning at 9 a m

today when Ihe golfers tee
■p for the Marshall Invi
UUonal at Huntington. W
Va.. BG head coach John
Piper will be counting on
McConnell to be a leader for
the Falcons
Mark's low total for the
trip was very encouraging
1'iper said earlier this week
I m hoping thai he can be a
leader lor us scoring-wise
all through (he season "
McConnell s performance
during the spring trip was
noi the only one thai pleased
I'iper The Falcon lutor was
satisfied with the overall
learn play and is optimistic
about B<;'s chances in this
weekend's tourney
F.leven teams are slated

Women stickers
prep for season
By Lauri I .each
Staff Writer
A veteran lacrosse team will take to the field next week in
hopes of an excellent varsity season
"I'm really excited about this season and eager to start,''
said lacrosse coach Carol Durentini "We only lost two girls
to graduation last year and most of the varsity players have
been playing together for the last two years "
THE WOMEN will try to improve upon last season's 7-3
record Leading the team on attack will be Ginny McGee,
Mary Schlanger. Holly Spitler and Marti Sinnreich
"Ginny is excellent at feeding and assisting other
members of the team, so the scoring was more balanced
last year." said Durentini "We have a lot of depth this year
and I'm very hopeful that we're going to have a good
season."
Bowling Green will have two teams for the first time
since the club's conception in 1971 According to Durentini,
the junior varsity team will not play very many matches,
because most schools can only field one team
THE LACROSSE team starts the season with a match
against the College of Wooster at Wooster. April 12 Wooster
has a very strong team with a lot of playing talent from the
east, and they have used a modified zone defense successfully in the past.
"We're initiating the season with a very difficult
opponent, but I think we'll give them a fair match," said
Durentini "I'm not ruling us down and out in this one "
Durentini said even though she was optimistic about this
season, it was hard to say what the outcome will be, because
the teams that BG defeated last year may have
strengthened their attacks
"I HAVE a great group to work with-a team that is very
team conscious hut we have a very difficult schedule and I
can't predict the caliber of the other schools." she said.
"We're ready to go though, and very excited "

to play 36 holes i18 today
and 18 tomorrow), and I'iper
rated the field as "very
good"

LAST

SEASON,

the

Falcons finished seventh out
of 10 schools Two years ago.
BG placed sixth out of 14
teams In the tournament
In the last two years.
McConnell
has
recorded
BG's best score in the
invitational
However
McConnell s
play
last season
was
inconsistent and was a
major letdown after the
Coshocton
native
was
named to the all-Mid
American
Conference
i MAC i first team as a
sophomore
Both physical and mental
problems held McConnell
bark
from enjoying
a
prosperous
season,
bul
things have changed
His left wrist, which he
iniured halfway through his
sophomore season and
which bothered him lasl
spring, is now complelelv
healed
I had to altar my swing
so
much
last
year.'"
McConnell explained "Mv
left wrist was weak, so I was
using my right hand a lot
more than usual
"I HAD trouble with mv

A
MidAmerican
Conference IMACI
mini
outdoor track championship
could take place weather
permitting, tomorrow when
Eastern
Michigan
laces
Bowling Green in a dual
contest at Whittaker Track
Eastern
captured
last
year's MAC crown bv a
three point margin over Ihe
Falcons and both schools
have a wealth ol talent
returning this year
The Hurons are coming ot I
their besl indoor season
ever, bul coach Boh Parka is
hesitant
to predict an
outstanding outdoor season
"THE WEATHER
can
really
plav
havoc with
outdoor meets
I'arks said
A cold, windv day like we
have around here can slow a
team down greallv
But Eastern does have the
advantage ot
an indoor
facilitv to train in when ihe
bad weather does set in
This
snowN
weather
doesn l hurl our runners
because
thev
would be
outside anyway." BG coach
Mel Brodt said
Hut our
jumpers and vaulters are
the ones who really sutler
Excellent early season
performance was the lone
expressed bv both I'arks and
Brodt
following
their
squads
initial
outdoor
meets of the season

RUSH
and ROCK with
the best at the
Theta Chi Playboy
Rush Party.
Monday, April 7
7 • 9 p.m., President's
Lounge, Ice Arena

McConnell's
mental
outlook has also changed
Impressive play late last
summer and last fall has
given the senior co-captain
new confidence in his game
I started to play well in
August,
he explained
I
finished second in the Ohio
I'ublinx.
and
I
missed
qualifying for
the U.S
Amateur by one stroke
Last fall. I finished fifth
in the Michigan tourney, so
that gives me a lot to shoot
at this spring.' he said
McConnell said he has
been concentrating much
better this season than he
did last vear

Lifters
BO'l Jack Lautermilch
< 165-pound competition i and
Steve
Suva
1242'2-pound
competition)
will
participate in the Collegiate
National
I'owerhl ling
Championships
this
weekend in Kansas City.
Mo

McConnell and fellow cocaptam Ken Walters will
head the six-man Falcon
unit
in
this
weekend's
tournament
Sophomore Jim Decker
will play in the third spot,
and freshmen Gary Treater
and John Miller will fill the
fourth and fifth spots.
Senior Bruce Keller, who
made the BG varsity for the
first time last fall after
three previous tries, will
play in the sixth spot
"Keller
played
respectable
during
the
spring trip, so he's going to
get his first chance." I'iper
said

falcon golf i Mark McConnell is a study in concentration as he

On the
green

MCCONNELL. however
remains the kev and he
believes he can perform
well
"I feel I'm playing as good
as I've ever played as far as
hitting
the
ball
is
concerned, he said "Right
now. I feel really confident
for this early in the season

linos up a putt in action last spring. The tenior co-taplain is
confident that he can rebound from a disappointing junior
season

O PORTS
Pa
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An Irish Falcon?
Hv .Vir Englehart
Staff Writer
It would onlv I).* tiitniL' for

anyone with .. name so ob
vtuusiV Irish as Lev Murphy
tu bt> a member ol one ot Ihe
University <»i Noire Dame's
athletic learns
But try and convince a
Falcon sticker named l.ee

dislanceman Stanley Vinson
in Uwir firsl dual meel
encounter ol
Ihe
year
tomorrow
Both grabbed individual
championships at the recent
NCAA Indoor Champion
ships as the Hurons gained
national
honors
with a

DESJARIIINS (UN a
personal besi 4 10 8 to

event ol the dav should be
the 440 yard dash, where
lour ol lasl vear s MAC
finalists will participate
VINSON
captured
the
MAC in a school and
conference record timing of
40 2 while Ihe Falcons Don
See. Kon Taylor and LoDico
also scored
points
lasl
season
Even though thev are
entering the meel as a
considerable
underdog
Brodl expects his forces to
perform well
"We never enter a meet
with the attitude thai we
can't win the event. Brodt
claimed "We lust have to
lake Ihe bitter with the
sweet II we win. line, and it
we lose we aren't going to
cry about it

fourth-place iimsh
The most competitive

Murphy that because of his
name he should be dressed
in an Irish unilorm in
tomorrow's lacrosse game
against Notre Dame and vou
may get some rebuttal
In fact,
the versatile
sophomore will be an impor
tant part ot BG's midfield
crew in a 2 p in contest in
South Band, Ind The Falcon
laxmen will be attempting to
rebound after a 10 II loss to
Washington & Lee Cniversity.
THE FALCONS' attempt
to get back into the winning
habit may be easier said
than done The Irish eves
are smiling this vear as
coach Rich O'Leary's squad
has posted a 3-0 mark thus
far this season
Despite the perfect record
ol the Irish. Murphy is look
ing forward lo tomorrow s
clash
Losing so bad to W&L
was really embarrassing
and now we know what we
have to do." Murphy said
Our goal is lo win the
league i Midwest Lacrosse
Association' and the sooner
we start winning again. Ihe
better
Ml'RPHY realizes
Ihe
defensive value a midlieldci
contributes to the BG game
plan
"We've got an exceptional
detensive unit, but unless
the midfielders can help out.
people are going lo score on
us. ' Murphy said
Some
middies
think
defense is a minor part ot
the game. ' he added "Hull
would much rather pass up a
wide open goal than lei
another teams midfielder
score on me

WHO ME FLY?

to

help

the

Falcons

regain

BG
coach
Mickey
Cochrane
agrees
with
Murphy's views on a midfielder's defensive responsibilities.
"To me. midfield defense
is the name of the game."
Cochrane said
Cnfortu
nately. it is olten over
looked
Indeed, it was Murphv's
defensive
abilities
that
caught Cochrane's eve a
year ago
"LEE COMES Irom a
lacrosse family, this father
was an all-American at
Maryland i and he knows the
defensive fundamentals a
midfielder needs lo know."
Cochrane said "In our style
of play, we're looking for a
midfielder who has defensive ability first and can put
the ball in Ihe net secondly "
BG's defense will not be
the only defense that Cochrane will be concerned about
tomorrow
Part
of
the
veteran coach s game plan
is to exploit the Irish
defense
A similar strategy proved
successful for the Falcons
last year when BG downed
the Irish. 10-3
BO all
American
Verne Zabek
tallied three goa.s and four
assists in the contest

Providing
the weather
cooperates,
the
Bowling
Green baseball squad will
play four games with the
University of Cincinnati this
weekend
The Falcons arc currentlygoing through their annual
weather vigil The Bowling
Green climate
usually
forces the team lo endure
early season rain-outs <or
snowouts as Ihe case maybe I for the first two weeks
of April
I .onv lavoffs are hard on a
baseball team, but the recent spring road trip gave
the
BG
diamondmen a
chance to sharpen then
skills
until
Ihe
warm
weather comes
"OVERALL.
pleased with
mance." said
Don Purvis in

I was prettv
our perforhead coach
reference lo

Ihe roak trek "We hit a lot
better than 1 thought we
would The pitching could
have been a little better I
suppose, and our defense
wasn't too bad
The Falcons compiled a 64 record during the spring
trip, playing some of the
more competitive schools
from the far west region
The BG bats were impressive bv any standard of measure
Seven Falcons are hitting
360 or better after 10
games
Shortstop
Handy
Law leads the sluggers with
an incredible 440 batting
average
LEADING
the
Falcon
pitching corps will be junior
right-hander
Kip Young
who recorded three wins
during
the
spring
trip
Young will start In the firsl
game today with Dan Hebel
10-31 throwing in the second
half ot thedoubleheader
Mike Hale is slated to

"I THINK if we can
improve on some of our
mental mistakes and get a
little
better
defensively
we'll be okay." said Purvis
The real warm weather
helps our hitters, so that
should help as the season
gets older

•••

If the weather forces a
cancellation
of
today's
games, two 1 p m doubleheaders might be scheduled
for tomorrow and Sunday

1975-76 VARSITY
CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS
Tuesday, April 8
Wednesday, April 9
Tuesday, April 15
Wednesday, April 16
Thursday, April 17

Registration & Clinic
Instructional Clinic
Semi-Final Judging
Instructional Clinic
Final Judging

ALL SESSIONS 8-10 P.M. IN ANDERSON ARENA

- Men and Women Welcome -

LASALLE*S

Annex Sale
2 DAYS ONLY

on Misses' Lingerie
and Sportswear,
Sponsored By The
BQSU Flying Club
AMERICAN

Mid-American

start in tomorrow s opener
wit*: Homie Schwieterman
handling th< mound chores
in the second contest Both
doubleheaders will start at 1
pm
Although
Purvis
was
pleased with the performance of his Falcons during
the spring road trip he said
there are a tew things that
need to be ironed out before
the stiff Mid-American Conference competition begins

Save 50% and more

Demonstration Rides
BG Airport Poe Rd.
Sat. & Sun. 12-6
Only $3.00 Per Ride

the

Conference championship. (Newsphoto by Joe Glick)

BG faces Cincy

The BG NeWgJ

The
Falcons
ripped
Northern Illinois. 111-47 last
Tuesday behind 15 lirsl
place finishes and several
career besls
Brodt said he was pleased
with the overall leant etlort
and
particularly
Brian
Storm. Tun LoDico Ron
M cG rud er
and (•a r v
Desjardini

garner Ihe mile while Storm
equalled his besl 101) time ol
lasl season with a OS
McGruder. whose previous
besl high jump eltorl was ii
4
captured
his initial
college victory with a leap
ol tiB LoDico took the 440 in
4y f> and made up 20 yards on
Northern In the anchor leg
oi the mile relay to spark
Ihe Falcon quartet to a first
place finish
Eastern
notched
five
firsts enroute to a second
place
finish
in
last
Saturday s
Western
Kentucky Invitational
Eastern will feature two
ot
the nation s tinest
trackmen in sprinter H.islcy
Crawlord
and
middle-

to where I am comfortable
and feel strong "

"LAST VEAR was just a
bad year, what else can I
say''" McConnell said "You
just have to be thinking the
right way. and I wasn't.
Just with those couple of
alterations to my swing and
to my grip. I feel so much
better." he added.

By Mark Glover
Sports Editor

Tracksters host EMU
By BiU Eilep

grip." he continued "But
now. I've finally got it down

Girls' Playwear.
STARTS 9 A.M. — FRIDAY, APRIL 4th

